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About
eLibro
eLibro, the first and largest aggregator of relevant academic content in Spanish
language from the world's leading publishers and academic presses on a powerful,
easy-to-use interface.
eLibro is recognized by its strong commitment to publishers, authors, students
and, above all, education.
With its digital platform and application, researchers, professors and students will
be able to access a wide variety of eBooks, journals, research works, lectures, thesis
and doctoral dissertations.

eLibro experience
Extensive content
eLibro offers users access to academic
content tailored to their specific needs
and helps them to achieve their
educational goals:
· Over 96,000 eBooks
· Monographs, journal articles and
historical documents (Not simply
translations of English-language
materials)
· Exceptional coverage of the Humanities

Unparalleled research tools
eLibro complies with rigorous
standards of internal organization
of documents, providing easy access
to documents through metasearch
engines and discovery systems.
· Bookshelf feature
· Powerful search capabilities
· Mobile support
· Text-to-speech functionality
· Multi-language support

Flexible models
with customized reporting
· Subscript
· Title-by-title Acquisition

www.eLibro.com
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Get to know the
eLibro Digital
Platform

This innovative platform along with the new application
allow the user to easily interact with a wide variety of
academic documents. It is 24/7, and has unlimited access
for users from a registered institution.

Usability
Once the user has selected a document, the platform enables multiple tools
that allow the user to perform different actions, including notes, citations, definitions,
translations, and more.
List of Tools
Audio

Print*

Bookmarks

Dictionary

Notes

Wikipedia

Highlight
Quote
Summary
Copy*

www.eLibro.com

*This feature is subject to
permission granted by the
publisher.

Translate
Biography
Maps
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Discover our
advanced
Application

eLibro offers an application for computers and mobile devices.
It links automatically with the web platform and synchronizes the
content the user is viewing. With the loan request, the user downloads
the desired documents and may access them offline.

Compatibility
It is available for a great number of devices and operating systems.

Computer.

www.eLibro.com
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Administrator User
One of the outstanding features of the platform is the ability to assign Administrator Privileges
to one or more users. All Administrator Users will be able to:
• Get MARC records of all registered titles
• Change the number of days a book may be on loan
•• Create, update or block accounts
•• Get detailed reports of use
• Keep track of active users
• Customize site with a logo

Technical Support
eLibro offers all users an efficient technical support team This team will solve any issue.
You can contact them at help@eLibro.us

Training
As an additional benefit, eLibro offers a training program which explains in depth how to use
the platform and its tools. Please send yout request to capacitaciones@elibro.com
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eLibro
Collections
eLibro Cátedra
The most comprehensive and diverse multidisciplinary collection. It includes
over 114,000 texts including content from ebooks, journals, research works, lectures
.
thesis and doctoral
dissertations, report and more from all academic disciplines.
Special Features
• Continually growing collection – More than 800 titles are added monthly
• Simultaneous access for multiple users
• Partial downloads (chapters or page ranges) as PDF images
• Download complete documents for up to 30 days with the eLibro app
• Share information with other users
Content by Subject Areas
• Architecture, Urbanism and Design
• Biology, Veterinary, Agriculture &
Forestry
• Business and Economics
• Education

• Engineering and Technology

• Fine Arts, Visual Arts and Semiotic
Science
• General Interest

• Information and Communication
• Information Technology,
Computer Science and
Telecommunication
• Law
• Literature
• Natural Sciences
• Psychology
• Social Science

• Health Science

www.eLibro.com
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More than 500
Associated
Publishers

